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The advances in the phenomenological description [\]

of spontaneous ohiral symmetry breaking in hadronic physics

make no doubt about the reality of this phenomenon. Howe-

ver, the realisation of this breakdown in quantum chromodyna-

mics (QCD), the only candidate to represent a theory of

strong interactions, is still an unsolved problem
1
'.

At present all known mechanisms of dynamical symmetry

breaking in gauge theories [Ъ] (in particular, mechanisms

of the spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking in QCD) can be

divided into three kinds. The mechanism of the first kind

is connected with interaction forces at small distances

(large momenta) /*4/. This mechanism leads to dynamical sym-

metry breaking for an arbitrarily weak Interaction between

fermions and vector bosons and is characterised by a

slow decreasing of a dynamical fermion mass function for

large momenta P . The mechanism of the second kind assu-

mes that the symmetry breaking dynamics in non-Abelian

gauge theories is ensured by the confinement forceejYj .Fi-

nally, the mechanism of the third kind /6,7/ is connected

*Hote a recent success In study of the spontaneous cMral
symmetry breaking in lattice QCD by computer simulations
[2].
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wlth interactions at dietanoea where the running coupling

constant al(?J ss *'*fy% exceeds some critical value Ы
с
"- 1.

In non-Abelian theories suoh a dynamics is formed at dis-

tances intermediate between those where the confinement for-

ces are dominant and those where the perturbative theory

etill works. The concrete model flj realising this mecha-

nism describee qualitatively correctly the spectrum of pseu-

dosoalar and scalar mesons in QCD and leads to a dynamical

realisation of the hypothesis of partial conservation of

the axial-vector current (PCAC) /"1/.

It is of great interest to compare the statements un-

derlying these mechanisms with the results which may be ob-

tained directly in QCD. In particular, the ultraviolet asymp-

totlcs of the quark mass function (directly reflecting the

chiral symmetry breaking)is of special interest. Since the

mechanisms of the second and the third kinds are not connec-

ted with the interaction at small distances,the dynamical

quark mass function corresponding to them should descrease

rapidly enough for large momenta p
2
.

The problem of the determination of the ultraviolet

aeymptptics of the dynamical quark mass function Sfif/fyixi

QCD (the quark propagator (Г&Щ&АР*) - Si/))'*) was

first considered in Refs. /8,9/ • Using the operator-product

expansion (OPE) method the following expression for the

asymptotics of the function So was obtained in the

Landau gauge:

where Ы is the dimensional parameter of QCD (II { 150 MeV),

£ d**/J n is a number of quark flavours. However,£ m d ( / , n is a number of quak
as it was pointed out in Refs. /iO,1i/, there is a logical
lacuna In the OPE arguments. The point is that there are
two solutions which satisfy the asymptotic equation for the
fermion mass function in QCD with zero bare mass /iO,1i/ .
Besides the regular solution (1) (due to the terminology
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of the paper /ii/ ) there is the irregular one:

(2)

corresponding to the dynamical breaking mechanism of the

first kind. Since the OPE is based on assuming the regular

solution /iO,11y • it can not be used to select one of

these two solutions.

An unconventional situation arises. On the one hand»

the dynamical mass function should be determined from the

ezaot equations for Green's functions .On the other hand,

the ultraviolet behaviour of this function can not be

uniquely determined from the asymptotic equation. The only

conclusion which can be done in suoh a situation /i tf is

that in order to determine the ultraviolet aaymptotics

of the function 3& on the basis of theory alone one

must know more about its behaviour In the subasymptotlc do-

main. This is a rather difficult task.

However, ав we will show in the present note, the si-

tuation is somewhat different and, fortunately, is not so

bad : as it will be shown, only the regular solution (1) sa-

tisfies the asymptotic equation in QCD with the chiral in-

variant lagrangian (i.e. with the conserved axlal-veotor

currents). As is well known, due to a singular character at

small distances the QCD equations for Green's functions

should be defined completely. In the perturbative theory

such a completeness of a definition is reduced to renorme-

li&ations.In the present paper we describe a prooedure of

completeness of a definition of these equations in the case

when the spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking is taken into

account;it is essential that this procedure is determined

uniquely by the very eosence of this phenomenon.As a consequ-

ence, we shall show that the dynamical fermion mass function

must satisfy stronger restriction that those which follow

from the considered in Rofs. /в, 11/equation for the fermion
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mass function in QCD with вего bare паев. As a result, the

regular solution (1) is uniquely selected. This excludes

the mechanism of the first kind as the mechanism of the spon-

taneous chiral symmetry breaking in QCD.

When the spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking takes

place, the mass function Д ^ 1 п the fermion propagator is

different from aero and the (n -1) colourless axial-vector

currents^ ( % «1,2
t
...,n -1) are conserved.Erom the equa-

tions of motion we hare

where / % ( / | ) is the bare fermion mass, A is the ultravio-

let outoff parameter* Therefore to determine: the diver-

gence Ajst
 o n e

 •
ue
* consider the behaviour of the composi-j

te operator ( j

Яхе answer is known

&

is a renormalisatlon group parameter. From Bqs.(3)

(4) we obtain the condition guaranteeing conservation

of the axial-vector currents in the local limit

thus, the fact that the fermion bare mass Jg

Is equal to s«ro does not guarantee conservation of the axi

al-vector currents in the local limit. Such a guaranty is



a sufficiently rapiu decreasing of the bare maae in the

theory with cutoff» /%,&)- Oftfafcj&t)» *» Parti-
cular, this condition la satisfied «nan //fe (Л)^-О *
i.e. when the lagrangian of the theory with cutoff is

ohtral Invariant*

Ae we will show below, the condition (5) is crucial

for the determination of the ultraviolet asymptotic* of

the dynamical quark saaa in QCD. .

The feraion naaa function & eatlaflea the following

equation:

where Z ia the renormalisation constant for the fermlon

propagator« A le the auxiliary out off parameter which Murt

be removed (A~
PC
<
}
 ) 1& ell final exprenaione, dft*7,cc/

the Bethe-Salpeter kernel .In the lowest approximation in

the Landau gauge the kernel takes the form

(7)

In the Euclidean apace the renonaalieation group

gumenta show /в/ that for r^co the klneaatic region Jf* ,
iP-/C)

2
 ^>J> 1Г gives the m i n contribution In the integ-

ral (6).Since the ultraviolet aayaptotios of the function*

J/Wfp'JbxA /(£jJcJ «re insensitive to the aaae tens,
they ahould not be changed when the spontaneous ehiral
metry breaking is taken into account. So we shall take for
thesj expressions following fro* the renomallcatlon groups
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Substituting the ezpreesiono (a) into Bq. (6) and performing

transition to the Euclidean region, we obtain the following

approximate equation

(9)

where

(10)

In the main approximation in the region />*, /
l
, ( P

2
pp g / , /, P ?

the funotlon ykKP-X )
2
) may Ъе substituted Ъу the func-

tion Zfkft ) for ' p*>j{* and by a iA*) for

intrating in S(9) over the gles we obtintegrating in Sq.(9) over the angles, we obtain the follo-

wing equation in this approximation!

(the value /^/^±a this asymptotic equation remains un-

determined) •
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Por the determination of the ultraviolet aayaptotioa

of the dynamical fermion maaa function we must perform the
transition to the limit foco in the solution of the equa-
tion (11) in euch a way that t£e condition (5) would be sa-
tisfied.

It la eaay to verify that the solution of the equation
(11) satisfies the differential equation

and the boundary condition

(13)

For our purpoaea it is sufficient to know that the general
aolution of the equation (12) takes the form

V&+0-1>^4_7°-

ь4
where (aa it ia not hard to verify by a direct substitution)
the functions Д have the ultraviolet atyeptotice of the
form

From the boundary condition (13) we obtains
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Henoe and from the condltioa (5) wo find that the constant

C
f
 ie equal to вето in the local limit. Therefore the

ultraviolet aeyoptotice of the dynamical quark mass takes

the form

7
 "^

(IT)

We emphasize that the proof of the equality C, «0 «as a suc-

cess only due to the definite choice of the procedure of

the transition to the looal limit* If the transition was

directly performed in Eq»(i1) (that is in the boundary con-

dition (13))I to determine Cf would be impossible} both

functions Si satisfy the boundary condition (13) with

/\s oO • This reflects the fact that (as we noted above)

the equality 1% • &/fl /7/
o
 {A} "0 does not guarantee con-

servation of the axial-vector currents* Prom the formal

(mathematical) point of view ambiguity of the transition

to the looal limit in the equation (11) is due to the fact

that (as it is easy to verify) for /\
s
oO the kernel of

this equation is non-Fredholm. It is essential that the

ohoice of the transition procedure is uniquely determined

by the physical content of the problem (conservation of the

axial-vector currents)*

Remind that the very existence of the symmetry breaking

mechanism of the first kind is possible only when the ope-

rator in the equation for the mass function is non-Fredholm

(for a recent discussion of this point see review [Ъ] ) • As

it follows from the present consideration, the current con-

servation condition (5) ensures that this operator acts,in

fact, as an operator with a smooth kernel (the ratio . ̂ //с£
is determined from the boundary condition (13))* Hence we
conclude that the mechanism of the first kind is not reali-
ed in QCD2*.
'These arguments lead to the following general statement*
from two solutions with different ultraviolet asymptotics
only that with more rapidly decreasing asymptotics can des-
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In principle the dimensional constant С in Bq. (17)

should be expressed through the QCD parameter //. To per-

form this explicitly is not easy (for this purpose one needs

to know the behaviour of the dynamical fermion mass for

all P ). We can, however, express this constant through

the phenomenological parameter ^O/ (jR'¥^{/^/0} • Indeed,
in the theory with cutoff

On the other hand f\J

Bqa. (17)-(19) Imply

(note that due to £q* (19) the constant С ie renormali-

satlon group invariant).

It is easy to extend this result onto the case
• * • *

when both spontaneous and

cit chiral symmetry breaking take place. In this case Eq.

(16) implies
cribe the dynamical symmetry breaking. This general conclusion
relates to all gauge models with the dynamical symmetry brea-
king. In particular, a consequence of this conclusion is
that all known models with the symmetry breaking mechanism of
the first kind describe in fact explicit and not spontaneous
symmetry breaking.
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Hote the following characteristic point. It ie not

hard to verify that if the aolution Дг(аее Eq. (15)) la

formed in *h» region /(*>/* * the solution ^ oorrea-

poadlng to the apontaneoua ohiral aynanetry breaking* la

formed in the region /(^/>* and, therefore, ia Indepen-

dent of the value of the outoff parameter /\ • This ia a

direct indication that the dynamics of the apontaneoua

ehiral n y w U j breaking In QCD ia not formed at small dis-

tances.

Thus we conclude that the Beehanlam of the spontaneous

ohiral syimetry breaking in QCD should he of the aeoond or

the third kind* Aa to the choice between them, note that

the recent computer simulations (see papers Kogut et el.

and Engela et al. in Ref. /zj) have indicated that the

range of the force responsible for ohiral symmetry breaking

in lattloe QCD is relatively abort and independent of con-

finement. This ia a strong argument In support of the mecha-

nism of the third kind.

I thank A»I»Alekeeev, B.A. Arbusov, P.I.Fomin, V.P.Gu-

aymla, Itt.A«Sltenko and D«¥.¥olkov for useful discussions.
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